Mt Gambier
Sunday 29th September 2019

Weather Condition: Fine
Track Condition: Good

Stewards

Veterinary Surgeon
Dr. S. Skirving.

Race 1  G-SIX ROCK’S RETREAT STAKE
400m MAIDEN

- A swab sample was taken from the winner BLACK ZEBRANO.
- There were no racing incidents to report.

Race 2  G-SIX GREYHOUND-DATA.COM STAKE
400m GRADE 6

- On the first turn IT’S POPPY moved down checking PRINCE ALI. Approaching the winning post IT’S POPPY moved down checking CAUSING DRAMA resulting in CAUSING DRAMA falling after the line.
- CAUSING DRAMA was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED.

Race 3  G-SIX FAIRTHORNE FORESTRY STAKE
400m GRADE 6

- On the first turn GENERAL MAX moved down across the running line of ROOSTER causing ROOSTER to run onto the heels of GENERAL MAX. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 4  G-SIX GAMBIER VETS STAKE
600m FFA

- BLACK SPRING began awkwardly. On the first turn CRYER’S BOB moved down as POLAR MISSILE moved out resulting in NOOSA PARADE being squeezed out of the contest. At the winning post on the first occasion CRYER’S BOB moved down causing SPINNING JAKIT to check around its heels.

Race 5  THE PRODUCE STORE STAKE
512m M/6

- Shortly after the start CLYDE JAKIT checked around the heels of LOCAL BREW. On the first turn MISSING MATE moved down checking LIKE A SLUG causing LIKE A SLUG to lose ground and move out wide. On the turn off the back straight LOCAL BREW moved down checking MISSING MATE. Approaching the turn into the home straight EMPOWERED checked around the heels of SERENE ROSE then moved out checking CLOSE YOUR EYES.
- LIKE A SLUG was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED.

Race 6  G-SIX TRACKSIDE MEATS STAKE
512m OPEN

- AZALEA MONELLI stumbled upon exiting the boxes. On the turn into the back straight BOURNE THANKS moved down contacting AZALEA MONELLI which held its ground resulting in BOURNE THANKS moving out contacting DYNA NAITCH.

Race 7  WINMORE GREYHOUND KENNELS STAKE
512m GRADE 5

- On the first turn LADY CHRISTINA moved out checking BRONTE JAKIT which caused BIG ROUGH to run onto the heels of BRONTE JAKIT, dragging it down and also checking PURE PROFIT in the process. On the turn into the home straight MIDNIGHT RAGE was momentarily held up for a run behind PURE PROFIT.
- BRONTE JAKIT was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED.

Race 8  SWALLOW DRIVE MEATS STAKE
512m GRADE 5

- A swab sample was taken from the winner AZUMI STRINGER.
- On the first NITRO MISSILE moved out checking DARE TO DO, GIVEAWAY FURY and ROTATE. On the turn off the back straight NITRO MISSILE moved down taking ROTATE in causing ROTATE to contact the running rail.
- ROTATE was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED.

Race 9  G-SIX LASER ELECTRICAL STAKE
400m GRADE 6

- There were no racing incidents to report.

Race 10  G-SIX METAL WORX STAKE
400m GRADE 5

- There were no racing incidents to report.
-On the first turn VEREV moved down across the running line of LOST LOVE resulting in LOST LOVE running onto the heels of VEREV and falling. LOST LOVE regained its footing and completed the course. On the turn off the back straight NANGKITA KEATS ran onto the heels of SWIFT LIMES.
-LOST LOVE was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED.

-A swab sample was taken from the winner USAIN INSANE.
-Entering the back straight KENTUCKY SUN moved down checking PEEK’S GOLD. There were no further racing incidents to report.